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From a fB friend named Cheryl:

I have a friend who is a Nutrition Microscopist. She is a expert in her �eld (dark �eld live blood
analysis) and has helped me immensely! She had many clients who received the so-called Vax and
asked them to come in for a free analysis! To her horror this is what she saw! The top picture is
completely healthy cells before the vax. The progression of the cells changed drastically in the next
few days! The third picture(white specs) shows the foreign nano particles that show up in your blood!
Your body can NEVER detox from it and eventually those particles will go into every cell of your body!!!

My friend weeps over this because she understands blood! The repercussions over this will affect the
health of that individual for the remainder of their life!!!

THIS EXPERIMENTAL VACCINATION IS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY!!!

.Below normal healthy looking Blood
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Blood After the Jab - red blood cells starting to loose their nice round shape

 

Disease Process now clearly showing in the blood.  All those specs that are reported to be nano
particles I think is toxic trash the body is having di�culty eliminating from a toxic reaction to the jab..
They might possibly be parasites 
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Here we have the red blood cells now signi�cantly deformed due to some kind of disease process
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